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Pokemon pss nice

I know I've talked about this in my post A warning to all GTS users, but there's more. When using pss, be on the lookout for faceless people, Pokemon center icons, and other people with PSS avatars that are not encoded in the game. I've done some research and found out that some hackers have figured out how to hack into other people's games and
delete their store files. If you see any of these players in the passing section, ignore them. Do not ask them to act, fight, watch their video, give them an o power, or even nice ones. If they ask you to do any of these activities mentioned before reject all requests. If you accidentally click yes, or if they nice you or give you an o power, disconnect from the
internet or turn off the power immediately. Not all hackers are faceless or have other strange pss icons. Sometimes people who look normal may have hacked or unreleased Pokemon, such as shiny locked legends, vulcanization, AZs floette, transgender latios and latias, permanent megas, etc. If you see a hacked Pokemon in their amie, it may mean that
they are dangerous to your save file! If you shop or fight and see any of these hacked Pokemon, disconnect or turn off immediately. Be sure also to be safe in battle spot and wonder trade. Since the player is selected at random, although the chances are very slim, you can be paired up with a hacker. If you are paired up with a faceless player or player with a
strange icon disconnect or turn off. If they send you an egg, permanent mega, shiny locked, or other hacked or unreleased Pokemon in wonder trading, disconnect or turn off as soon as you see it. If you see someone hacked Pokemon in the players team while fighting them disconnect or turn off as soon as you see it. Even if it's considered a rage quit,
safety comes first. By the way guys, someone told me that a pokecenter person nicely them who caused their game to crash and freeze when they got back on it. So if you even see a hacker, disconnect or turn off immediately! Please repost to spread the warning and if you have any questions, comment below. Thank you : redness: ! Please stay safeHer are
some pictures of what I was talking about: From Bulbapedia, the community-driven Pokémon encyclopedia. PSS redirects here. For the system that allows pokémon to be stored in boxes, see Pokémon Storage System. Player Search System (Japanese: プレイヤーサーチシテム Player Search System) or PSS (Japanese: PSS PSS) for short, is a feature
that first appears in Pokémon X and Y and is the Generation VI version of C-Gear. It has many different features including GTS, Wonder Trade, O-Powers, and more. In Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire, PSS is available through the PlayNav app on PokéNav Plus. The main window of pss divides other players into three categories: Friends, acquaintances
and passersby, each of can have a maximum of 100 players. A passer-by automatically becomes a acquaintance if a match or trade (including Wonder Trades) is made with them. After trading or fighting with an acquaintance, a prompt to add them to the Friends group appears. Players in the friends group are registered as friends on the 3DS friends list and
vice versa. In Pokémon X or Y, when a player is registered as a friend, their Safari can be accessed (even if they don't have a copy of one of the games). In Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire, a friend code is placed at the top of the friend's profile. Acquaintances can be removed by pressing the player's icon and then pressing the button in the lower left
corner of the screen; dropped Acquaintances will be Passerby. Friends can only be removed by removing the player from the 3DS friends list. Global Trade Station Main Article: Global Trade System I Generation VI, Global Trade Station can now be accessed in many more places compared to only Pokémon Centers in Generation V or Global
Terminal/Global Trade Station building in Generation IV. Unlike previous generations, the player can now ask for Pokémon that are not yet registered in the player's Pokédex. Wonder Trade Main article: Wonder Trade Wonder Trade allows players to trade Pokémon for another without knowing what they will get. Eggs cannot be traded in Wonder Trade, and
pokémon with a classic or Premier tape (usually present at event Pokémon). O-Powers Main article: O-Power O-Powers are temporary bonus effects used from the Player Search System. They're very similar to Pass Powers. Shout Outs Shout Outs are messages sent to anyone connected to the player's game, whether they are the player's friends or
someone who happens to be connected to the Internet at the same time as the player. These messages appear before a Wonder Trade as the players message. Battle Spot Main Article: Battle Spot The Battle Spot is a feature that allows players to participate in link battles over the Internet. Players can compete in Free Battles or Rating Battles, Holo Caster
Main article: Holo Caster Holo Caster is a Generation VI incarnation of Xtransceiver, which consists of a holographic projection instead of a physical screen. NPCs will occasionally use this to contact the player during the game. Unlike its predecessor, Holo Caster can also be used to send special in-game and real world news messages directly to the player.
This includes updating the player on any recent StreetPass hits, upcoming events and contests. It will regularly update automatically via StreetPass, or if the player chooses, can also be updated manually using an internet connection and SpotPass as well. Game Sync Main article: Game Sync Player can synchronize save file of the game for the Pokémon
Global Link website, provided that the player has created an account. Doing so will send all items from the PokéMileage Club to the game card and send all images, Poké Miles and Medals to the global link. See also external links In other languages Language title Mandarin Chinese 玩家搜尋系統 Wánjiā Sōuxún Xìtǒng (PSS) French Player Search System
(PSS) German Player Search System (PSS) Italian Player Search System (PSS) Korean ゚ 치 ゚스템 Player Search System (PSS)) Portuguese Sistema de procura de jogadores Russian Система поиска игроков Sistema poiska igrokov Spanish Player Search System (PSS) One of the features of the Player Search System (PSS) is the ability to give or receiveיי
a 'Nice' rating. If you get one, all it seems to do is play a sound and shoot some stars across the bottom screen while saying something like Sally said Nice!. But does it have any tangible advantages in the game? Or is it purely aesthetic? Data Pokémon Data Mechanics Game Mechanics Game Pokémon game Other Community/Other Battle Pointers
Pokemon-Amie PSS stands for Player Search System, and it's your gateway to connect to other Pokémon X or Y players, whether they're in the same room or all the way across the globe. You can access pss from scratch (touch) screen; If the screen is currently showing Super Training or Pokémon-Amie, use the arrows to switch to PSS. Sociable Pokémon
trainers will use PSS a lot. The original PSS display is not too complex to begin with. Along the top, you can press the blue circular button to connect to the Internet or disconnect if it's already connected. To the left of the internet button - slap bang in the middle - is another touchable button, which opens up an absolute abundance of options (split between two
sides to boot!). We will be discussing these options very soon. Passers-by are X or Y players that are detected via local wireless and/or internet. Once you're connected to the Internet, you'll likely be swamped by random Passers-by from all regions under the sun (where X and Y were released, at least). If you play offline, all your Passersby will be players
close to you; If no one plays nearby, no Passersby will appear on your list. After fighting or trading with a Passerby, they will be upgraded to an acquaintance. All this really means is that you can track down that Pokémon playing more easily; unlike passers-by who are very quickly removed from your list. Finally, friends are simple enough to explain – these
are X or Y players that you have shared 3DS/2DS friend codes with (the 12 digit numbers). Friends are automatically added to the list when both you and them play Pokémon X or Y online at the same time. Regardless of a player's name, you can do the following with them when you select them, that they are active and not in the middle of Check Profile (tap
their profile icon/name) Battle Trade View Trainer PR Video Send O-Power If it's a friend, you can also use Game Chat. To switch pages, press the arrow on the left or right side. Combat and trade should be self-explanatory; Once selected, you can fight/trade players locally (via infrared or local wireless) or online. Battle Spot throws you into a fight with a
random trainer - great if you like to keep things exciting. Wonder Trade works the same way, so you can trade a Pokémon for an unknown Pokémon from a random trainer. Shout-Out shows a short text message to all players connected locally or online to look at the main PSS screen - useful if you want to attract attention (the good kind, hopefully). Finally
for the first page, Holo Caster lets you receive Poké Miles from each X or Y StreetPass tag, plus promotional news received online via SpotPass. To exit, tap the Return button in the lower-right corner or press the B button. On the other hand, you have GTS (short for Global Trade Station), where you can offer or deliver Pokémon trading requests and have
them fulfilled at any time. If you don't know any other players and don't like haggling with random Passersby, GTS is for you! Game Sync lets you sync your X or Y progress with the Pokémon Global Link website. O-Powers can temporarily increase statistics or provide other benefits, like cutting store prices or making it easier to catch Pokémon; typically lasts
3 minutes. You can use them yourself or, if you feel generous, give them to other players. The favorites list lets you keep track of your favorite players, making it easier to find them in a hurry. Profile is where you need to edit your trainer profile that other trainers can see. You can change your profile icon, add a short text message, and even fill out a short
questionnaire. Last but not least, PSS settings allow you to change a number of settings, as if you don't want Passers-by to bother you. You.
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